Singlish to English

What’s the difference between Singapore colloquial English (Singlish) and Standard English? When should you use which? Why should you switch in different situations? This revealing workshop gives you the answers.

This interactive workshop is designed for anyone who is already confident in Singlish and Standard English as well as those new to Singapore. Is it particularly useful in helping Singaporeans switch to Standard English in situations that require it. You will take part in role plays, discussions, puzzles, quizzes and games as well as listening to dialogues.

Who should attend?
Anyone who wants to be able to switch between Singlish and Standard English.

BENEFITS
• Be able to differentiate between Singlish and Standard English
• Use Standard English in situations that require it
• Communicate more effectively in a global environment

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Be more aware of when it is appropriate to use Singlish and when to switch to Standard English
• Identify differences between Singlish and Standard English
• Practise switching between Singlish and Standard English

PUBLIC TRAINING DATES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>JUN</th>
<th>SEPT</th>
<th>NOV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COURSE FEES
$595 (excl. GST)

MAXIMUM GROUP SIZE
Maximum size of 16

LENGTH
1 Day

REGISTER ONLINE AT BRITISHCOUNCIL.SG/CORPORATETRAINING